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The Womb - of Bliss & Pain

We wish this week we could bring forth the same laughter
and the joy of cure.

But if there is one thing the book- Meditation The Cure
teaches us, it’s the way of nature that bliss and pain are
cyclic.
This week we failed more than we succeeded AND
we survived more than we surrendered. 
As the curve of bliss began to move south- we consolidate
the week and await the arrival at pain.
 
Yes, this last week we did celebrate each insight, each step
forward in the production of the sleep app. But as nature
revealed its sense of humor, ours took a back seat.

We are only humans - failing and learning is how we grow,
and grow we will. As we evolve each day with the ebbs and
flows of nature.



The Whisper

Production & Design
exec.- Sleep App

(Loneliness)

Creative Head
Sleep App

 (Unworthiness)



Research & 
Insights
We discovered the science behind various mind types. One
of them was a fragile mind. It is observed that such a mind
type is a highly reactive mind, which can break down upon a
small trigger and begins to display an enormous range of
emotions.
Such a phenomenon occurs because it has gone through an
enormous amount of trauma in childhood. 
A small trigger can make such individuals feel threatened
for their survival.  And they are susceptible to mental health
issues like depression, schizophrenia, etc.

Snippet from the Sleep App.

Sleep is a process much like the
Cinderella story. She must return

home by midnight. Or else the
magic spell might end. Such is the

case with sleep. We must return
home to unconsciousness every

night for specific hours or turn poor
after the spell ends.

- Naveen Varshneya
MEDITATION THE CURE



Core team’s
vibratory level of the week

Extended team’s
vibratory level of the week



Interns’
vibratory level of the week
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2. Marketing

5. Programs

3. Production

Sleep app conceptual
lecture recording has
been completed 

The new structure has
been implemented and
content production
began, with the
calendar for marketing
being scheduled

Season 15 has begun
with Chetna 14.0 &
Manthan 10.0
The weekly report
process has been
streamlined, with all
batches receiving
their weekly
assessment report 

Brandbook building - We
have arrived at our
questions

4. User Interface

Process of hiring a
designer for Sleep app
has been started 

1. Content Production
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2. Marketing

4. Programs

3. Technology

Sleep app content –
Description, FAQ, etc.
to begin for all videos 

Brand Book Delivery

TP 8.0 Aarambh is
due next week 
TP 5.0 will come to
a close 
Swastim Aarambh 
 is this weekend
Vedna enrolment
opens out, with the
1st engagement
cycle of pause

Curedemy app alpha
testing on 17-Aug, 2021 

1. Production



Content Production



Chetna and Swastim energies couldn’t be nurtured
and opened by the Counselling Lead

Content continued to be a struggle from TP batches,
despite 4 batches having graduated. Also despite 3
dedicated Interns for Content Production,
production of Blogs, Case Studies, FAQs,
Testimonials and Newsletters faltered

Work on Student’s Dashboard has still not started off 

OTP implementation has been lingering for very long,
failing due to one reason or another

Post-Production work on the Sleep app has to begin
next week and we haven't been able to finalize an
animator or a Post-Production house

Mobile app alpha launch stands delayed 

 

 

The Trainwreck



Movement
towards
next
Quantum 

A new process for Transcription and Time
stamping has been initiated and will be
streamlined and implemented next week. 

A team of Freelancers will be hired for this
purpose, and this would enable the team to
move towards quality and insightful content.


